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Why Git?

• Keep track of changes and work
• Documenting changes and communicating changes to others (e.g., in 

a team)
• Undo changes
• Collaboration
• A basic skill in tech



Example: “An Industry Guide to Becoming a 
Software Engineer"
• Presented by Bill Langenberg, Technical Manager at TripAdvisor
• Slides: 

https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/notes/blangenberg.pdf



Why Git? (continued)

• The following question was deleted from StackOverflow as “primarily opinion-
based”: Most CS programs these days do not teach skills such as source control, 
configuration management, integration (and continuous integration), code 
readability (AKA how to comment correctly), programming methodologies, bug 
tracking. These topics are considered “easy enough” to be taught on-the-job 
(OTJ), even though mastering them can be very complex. Should these skills be 
taught in universities? Can a real-world programmer really do without these? Is it 
sufficient to learn them OTJ, as part of a first-year programming experience? 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1117018/should-universities-be-teaching-
scm-methodology-skills/1117285#1117285
• In 2009, Norman Ramsey responded: “Universities should teach distributed 

source control starting with the first programming course. It is a fine way to 
distribute code to students; they can get bug fixes easily. In later courses they can 
use it to help support pair programming. We should treat it as easy, make it a 
habit, and not make a big fuss about it.”
• Full text: https://www.cs.tufts.edu/~nr/students/scm.html



Why GitHub?

• Network effects
• Social and code review 

capabilities
• De facto resume / portfolio





How is Git and GitHub Used in COMP 20: Web 
Programming at Tufts?
• Since 2012
• Course size: 80 – 120 students a semester; ~40 students for summer 

online course
• Course website: https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/
• Required for submitting labs and assignments
• Private GitHub repository give to students two weeks into the course for lab 

and assignment submissions
• Required for semester group project
• End of course: private GitHub repo returned to students as learning 

portfolio to keep





How is Git and GitHub Taught in COMP 20: 
Web Programming at Tufts?
• The goal is to get into the habit of using revision control, not mastery
• Students are thrown into the wolves
• Focus on the basics: add, commit, push, pull
• Tutorials:

• The first assignment: Portfolio (personal website) 
https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/assignments/a1.html

• The third lab: Practice Using Git and GitHub 
https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/assignments/lab-git.html

• My Asciinema: https://asciinema.org/a/35316
• Connor Taylor’s tutorial on Git: 

https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/notes/git-ctaylor.pdf
• Connor Taylor (Class of 2015) was the head TA for the course in 2014-2015



Habit, Not Mastery
Source: 
https://twitter.com/ErrataRob/status/707327
952158121984



Challenges

• ~20% of the questions from students throughout the course are Git-
related
• Permission denied (SSH key) issues
• Merge conflicts
• Students didn’t read the error message carefully to do a `git pull` first

• Students go on and use Git and GitHub in other courses, which 
becomes a double-edge sword…





Students and Alumni Stories





How to Create Private Git Repositories on 
GitHub for a Large Classes
• Use GitHub API

• Get an API key

• I use Ruby and Octokit gem
• Create a TA / instructor team under organization (and get the team ID)
• create_github_repos.rb -

https://gist.github.com/mchow01/4c961f04a57c6e4fcf9b5a6abe982c01
• create_semester_group_project_repos.rb -

https://gist.github.com/mchow01/af7ffacd91439ba5ab232a1a8343fbbe
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